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Blissful Land 5 Ichimon Izumi 2020-03-03 Final volume! At long last, the date for Khang Zhipa and
Rati’s wedding is nearly upon them. Between the reception dinner and wedding dress, all the
preparations are coming along smoothly to hold a wedding celebration that everyone will enjoy. Just as
Khang Zhipa and Rati wish, both family and friends, as well as villagers alike, bestow them many
blessings and well wishes as they finally become husband and wife. There's also extra bonus content
galore in this volume, so please enjoy this final volume to this slice-of-life story that’s chockfull of
Tibetan culture.
Testarotho Kei Sanbe 2006-05 Leonedus and his companion came to Corinthia to quell the heretics
and spread the word of Arsenal. Instead, they uncovered a vast conspiracy that goes all the way to the
top of the church. They are now outlaws, working with their former enemies, the Materia rebels, to find
out who set them up and why. When Materia's top leaders are captured by Aresnal assassins, Leonedus
must stand against his former masters. After a lifetime of serving Arsenal can Leonedus continue to kill
now that he's found conscience?
Paradise Residence 3 Kosuke Fujishima 2016-08-09 Hatsune Takanashi is not the best of students - her
grades are poor, she hates homework and the only thing that will rouse her from bed in the morning is
the promise of pudding. But for all her drawbacks, Hatsune is full of energy and intends to make the
best of her time at Ritsukan Boarding School, an all-girls high school atop a mountain that has been
called a high-school girl's paradise.
Tokyo Is My Garden Fr?d?ric Boilet 2007 David Martin is sent as the sales representative to Japan for
Herault Cognac but he has spent the last few months discovering Japanese culture and the nightlife of
Tokyo instead. Then his boss announces an imminent visit to check up on his progress. He must turn the
situation around quickly or risk losing his job, his visa and the woman he loves. So starts an amusing
and exciting chase as David attempts to chaperone his boss and seduce his lover through the bustling
life of Tokyo.
Shadowed Isabel Wroth 2018-02-12 When an orbital prison is torn through a wormhole and crashes on
an unknown planet, it's every woman for herself to escape the wreckage.As though savage beasts and
harsh, alien climates aren't enough, the survivors discover the world isn't uninhabited and must face
new challenges--risking not only their lives but their hearts.DEJA thought she could fear nothing more
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than the daily treatments she received during her imprisonment on the Concord. The horrible
experiments which rack her body with unimaginable, searing pain. But she discovers the true meaning
of terror as she clings to life pod's harness while plummeting toward the surface of an unknown
planet.Struggling to outrun the beasts hunting her, fighting to outrun the light, Deja hastens for the
only cover she can find -- between the feet of a giant stone statue. Only statues aren't supposed to
move, or wrap you in their arms and carry you off INTO SHADOW...Welcome to Sonhadra.The Valos of
Sonhadra series is the shared vision of nine sci-fi and fantasy romance authors. Each book is a
standalone, containing its own Happy Ever After, and can be read in any order. For total satisfaction, it
is BEST read as part of the SERIES.
Blood C Demomic Moonlight Vol 1 Clamp 2016 In occupied Japan in 1946, an American military
investigator is sent to Yokohama Base to research a number of bizarre deaths. His encounters with a
mysterious, sword-wielding stranger and a series of supernatural events lead him to believe that the
murderer isn't human. Something more sinister lurks within the shadows! Paying homage to the
previous Blood series - but telling a wholly new story - Blood-C: Demonic Moonlight is the prequel fans
have been waiting for!
Ayanashi Yukihiro Kajimoto 2017 In this world, humanity has been driven underground to live like
moles, hiding from the fearsome monsters which roam the surface. The monsters are impervious to
every sort of weapon known to man. The only ones with the power to defeat them…are the Ayanashi.
One day, in one such underground city, a pair of siblings encounter a mysterious boy covered in
wounds. The boy introduces himself as Holo, and in the following days slowly opens up to the pair…until
a monster from the surface descends upon the city, laying waste to everything in its path. Holo stands
to face the threat, brandishing a flaming short sword attached to his right arm. And so, the story of
bringing light back to a world of everlasting darkness begins.
Metro Survive, 2 Yuki Fujisawa 2008 Presents the adventures of Exopolis Tower repairman Mishima as
he, and other passengers, become trapped underground in a subway car after a massive earthquake.
Iono-sama Fanatics Miyabi Fujieda 2007-06-13 Eto is an ordinary Japanese girl until she gets picked up
by Iono-sama, mysterious queen of a small country who is recruiting dark-haired women to be her
sobames, and joins Iono-sama's all-female entourage.
Sue & Tai-chan 1 Konami Konata 2020-07-21 The adorable new odd-couple cat comedy manga from
the creator of the beloved Chi’s Sweet Home and Chi’s Sweet Adventures, in full color and formatted for
English readers, just like Chi! Sue is an aging housecat who’s looking forward to living out her life in
peace… but her plans change when the mischievous black tomcat Tai-chan enters the picture! Hey! Sue
never signed up to be a catsitter! Sue and Tai-chan is the latest from the reigning meow-narch of cute
kitty comics, Konami Kanata.
Bitten by Moonlight JoSelle Vanderhooft 2011-01-01
.hack//Alcor Amou Kanami 2009-12-01 In this fun, heated and imaginative fantasy set in an online
gaming world ("School Library Journal"), Alcor focuses on a Twin Blade named Nanase who falls in love
with Silabus.
Code Geass - Queen Various 2012-01 Presents humorous graphic novel short stories involving the
characters of Code Geass.
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Corrector Yui Kia Asamiya 2002-05 Yui, with her Corrector Program friends at her side, dive into an
underwater adventure to fight the evil Grosser Fearsome Four.
Kigurumi Guardians Lily Hoshino 2017 SINGING THE BLUES Lavender has threatened to steal several
hearts at the upcoming school choral competition. Hakka and Satsuki have joined the choir in an
attempt to stop her without letting Nobara catch on, and they’ve already identified the choir director as
a potential shell. But when the day of the competition arrives, they have other problems—Nobara’s richgirl posse are nowhere to be found. Is their absence related to Lavender’s evil plot?
Kamikamikaeshi 8 Ema Toyama 2019-02-12 The kami who appears from the Black Miko’s hair turns out
to be Hinokagu’s mother, Izanami! The doors to Yomi no kuni open up and swallow the kami and all the
humans into the world of the dead one after another. The anger of losing her friends awakens Mashiro,
the White Miko... Now is the time for kamigamigaeshi! The story of love and families that connect
humans and the kami comes to an end in this volume.
Karate Heat 1 Eiichi Kitano 2018-06-19 "All you need is the floor and your body. Then all that's left is
to make a fist."...Shinya Kinoshita, a boy with incredible posture, and Takumi Yanagiya, the 6-time
elementary school national champion. They met by chance... but it was surely fate. The two meet, laugh,
and are drawn together by each other. The stage of this story is the Kawasaki Ukishima Junior High
School Karate Club. A karate journey full of sweat, bonds, and smiles is just beginning!!
Chaotic Sword God Xiao Yao 2019-05-25 Jian Chen, the publicly recognized number one expert of the
Jianghu. His skill with the sword went beyond perfection and was undefeatable in battle, After a battle
with the exceptional expert Dugu Qiubai who had gone missing over a hundred years ago, Jian Chen
succ.u.mbed to his injuries and died.After death, Jian Chen's spirit was transmigrated into a completely
foreign world. Following an extremely fast growth, his enemies piled up one after another before
becoming gravely injured once more. On the gates of death, his spirit had mutated, and from that
moment henceforth, he would tread on a completely different path of the art of the sword to become the
sword G.o.d of his generation.
ASHIDAKA - The Iron Hero 1 Ryo Sumiyoshi 2020-08-25 In a world where everyone bears metal arms, a
demon bearing a hundred pairs of metal arms threatens total destruction on the world and everyone
who lives within it. But even in the face of total hopelessness, a group of warriors is ready to tackle this
desperate challenge! A boy named Ashidaka, with two pairs of metal arms of his own, gathers his
companions for the sacred war to come...
Wandering Island Kenji Tsuruta 2016 "MIkura Amelia is a free-spirited young woman who lives alone
with her cat and operates an air-delivery service to Japan's small island communities thousands of miles
out in the Pacific. When her grandfather dies, she finds he left her a package addressed to an island
that doesn't exist"-Vampire Dormitory 3 Ema Toyama 2020-03-24 Mito finally understands her feelings for Ruka … but
just as she realizes the truth, she and Ruka have a fight, and she ends up spending the night with Ren.
However, being in close quarters with her awakens the half-vampire dhampir Ren's predatory nature!
It's a three-way triangle between a crossdressing girl, an obsessive vampire, and a dangerous dhampir
in this heart-pounding third volume!
Mariko Parade Frédéric Boilet 2004 Sequel to the Yukiko's Spinach. A poignant, often droll tale from
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two of the most exciting creators in the medium today.
Demon City Hunter Hideyuki Kikuchi 2003-12-29 A battle between the forces of good and evil - and a
reluctant young hero caught in the middle! The Defense Agency and an evil organization known as the
Dark Order are struggling for control of an uncanny force that's already created a horde of weird
creatures. For their battle, the Defense Agency enlists the help of high schooler Kyoya Izayoi, master of
the obscure martial art of nenpo. It's going to be quite a fight!
Duklyon CLAMP (Mangaka group) 2003-01 Kentaro and Takeshi, two freshmen collectively known as
the Duklyon duo, face abnormal villans and it is up to Erii to bring Sukyabashi, who is on the evil side of
the "mysterious beauty" to the lawful side.
MARS Fuyumi Soryo 2002-10-22 Rei and Kira slept together and the mounting pressure afterwards,
leaded to Kira's biggest decisions of her life.
Beauty Bunny Mari Yoshino 2017 On one hand, there’s the makeup genius Iori, and on the other, the
sensitive and gentlemanly Otohiko. Both of these handsome young men in Kohane’s class have
insinuated that they’d like to get closer to her, but she’s not really sure whether she’s romantically
interested in either of them. And now, the three of them are going to set out for Hokkaido on their highschool field trip. What will happen when Kohane meets up with the boy she had a crush on in middle
school while they’re there? She’s going to learn a shocking lesson in the rules of romance in volume
three of this makeup-themed romantic comedy!
FukuFuku: Kitten Tales, 2 Konami Kanata 2017-02-07 FukuFuku's exploration of the endless wonders
to be discovered in her owner's house and garden continue in this volume, as the old lady and her kitten
forge that special bond between owner and pet. As the seasons turn, FukuFuku learns, changes and
grows into a fine feline companion.
Yukiko's Spinach Frederic Boilet 2003 Narrator or character? Reality or fiction? In this tender work of
cinema, Boilet recounts an intimate love story in today's T?ky? between an everyday Japanese girl,
Yukiko, and her occidental lover. Passionate, gentle, fresh and vibrant, it is a love so strong it hurts.
Quietly paced, the story unfolds in a host of innovative techniques both narrative and visual. At the
heart of the title is Boilet's deliberate (mis)use of the pronounced Japanese for [i]navel[/i] and
[i]spinach[/i]. First serialized in 2000 - 2001 in the monthly Furansugo Kaiwa it is the defining work of
Boilet's [i]Nouvelle Manga[/i] movement.
Pitch-Black Ten Kenshiro Sakamoto The peaceful Land of the Rising Sun is suddenly attacked by
disciples of the Lunar Religion called Missionaries. They preach that people can find happiness only
through death as they begin their unholy holocaust. Meanwhile, in a small village, a girl named Momo
works as a school teacher when a mysterious boy shows up at her feet one day. He doesn’t remember
his own name or anything about his family, so Momo names him "Ten" and invites him into her home to
live with her. But what will happen when the shadow of the Missionaries falls on her once peaceful
village?
Chobits Art Book: Your Eyes Only Clamp 2008-01-08 Featuring work from the popular manga series, a
highly-anticipated compilation showcases gorgeous art from CLAMP, the world's most popular manga
studio.
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Sayonara Game (Yaoi Manga) Yuu Minaduki 2021-11-16 Arimura enlists the help of Yosuke—a younger
baseball club teammate from his high school days—to tutor his little sister. Yosuke has always been
rather brusque around Arimura, but to the older man’s surprise, he discovers Yosuke actually looks up
to him. Could Yosuke’s admiration be masking something more? -- VIZ Media
Fairy Tail Ice Trail Hiro Mashima 2016
Blue Kazuichi Hanawa 2004 Kayako Kirishima and Masami Endo are about to discover that their recent
friendship is turning into obsessive love. But when today's hopes and yesterday's dreams meet
tomorrow's problems, will they be able to continue? With clear outline and confused feelings, Kiriko
Nananan demonstrates that it is possible to make a Blue manga from black and white.
Red Blinds the Foolish est em 2008-12-20 Rafita, the young, rising star of the bullfighting world, has
never feared to face a bull since his first kill at the age of 12. When he falls in love with Mauro, a
butcher who rends the bulls Rafita has killed, his confidence begins to waver.
FukuFuku Kitten Tales Konomi Kanata 2016
CLAMP North Side Clamp 2005-02-10 Collection of artwork for various graphic novels by Japanese
artistic group Clamp; also includes an interview with Clamp.
Saving Life Mario Kaneda 2016-01-12 Haruhiko was born rich and grew up pampered. But when he
can't take any mofe of his father's tyrannical behavior, he strikes out on his own, determined to make
his own way in the world. But going from super-rich to super-poor is tough on any man (let alone one
still in high school!), and it's going to take more hard work than Haruhiko imagined just to make ends
meet. He's doing his best and trying to keep up his spirits, but living on bean sprouts and bread crusts
is enough to get any man down. Fortunately, he's got his sexy classmates and his own personal (and
very hot) maid to help him out! -- VIZ Media
Hinadori Girl Matsuzawa 2006-04-26 When young inventor Yoshiki builds a robot maid named Sally
001, he quickly discovers that her personality makes her ill-suited as a maid and he soon becomes
smitten with her.
Boys Run the Riot 1 Keito Gaku 2021-05-25 High schooler Ryo knows he’s transgender, but he doesn’t
have anyone to confide in about the confusion he feels. He can’t tell his best friend, who he’s secretly
got a crush on, and he can’t tell his mom, who’s constantly asking why Ryo “dresses like a boy.” He
certainly can’t tell Jin, the new transfer student who looks like just another bully… The only time Ryo
feels at ease is when he’s wearing his favorite clothes. Then, and only then, the world melts away, and
he can be his true self. One day, while out shopping, Ryo sees someone he didn’t expect: Jin. The kid
who looked so tough in class has the same taste in fashion as him! At last, Ryo has someone he can open
up to—and the journey ahead might finally give him a way to express himself to the world.
Seven Shakespeares 2 Harold Sakuishi 2020-03-03 The secrets of the world's great playwright in
history further revealed. In Volume 2, history takes a definitive turn. What will Li's poetry bring to
Lance and Worth, who have ambitions for great wealth? This volumes comes in a special, 520-page 2in-1 edition.
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